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Archangel Zadkiel speaks:
Yes! We are here. Through a portal of great Divine love and opening, we energize and offer to each the
opportunity to be in the upliftment of the energy of Divine Spirit in all ways. Is this not a great gift?
To be in upliftment of Spirit, to recognize that in each Divine portal the opportunity opens for presence,
for preciousness, for the recognition of all that is and all that has ever been, bringing forth into your world
experience now: communication, community and communion. These three words: communication, community
and communion, are important words for us to share with you today! How fun it is, and so we shall.
Beloved Ones, when in your time of expansion within the recognition of all that is, in the formless as it is in
the form, communication becomes a great gift.

Communication
For what is communication? There are many examples of communication in your world right now that have
with them infinite expression of knowledge, wisdom, and yes, other energy…A catch-all category indeed. So
when you look at communication, perhaps it is a time to pay attention to the communication of your heart with
your Divine presence.
What is your heart communicating?
Where is your heart communicating?
How is your heart communicating?
Communication is not, “you speak, I speak.” “You speak, I speak,” is a recognition of density communication,
is it not? You speak, then I speak, then they speak, so much speaking. Oftentimes speaking has nothing to do
with communication. For in the communication, one is able to stand forth and declare with great presence, “I
AM in Divine Presence Now.”
Beloved Ones, let us take a moment and communicate to you regarding the I AM principles of energy. Many,
many understand and run around, “I AM This, I AM That, I AM This, I AM That.” Do they not? There are
many who sincerely sit down with their heart and make declaration with I AM, do they not?
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Recognize that I AM is an active influence of Divine Presence that abides deep within your heart, deep within
your soul, as you, with you. It is an energetic upliftment, a communication.
For example, when you say, “I AM Love.”
Let us just take a moment and separate that sentence. When you say the I AM, and you pause, you offer to
yourself a communication, the recognition of I AM as an active energy, not as a personalized statement saying,
“It is about me.”
Take this moment. Hear or say “I AM,” and just be, then finish with “Love.” There you go, you see the
difference? Instead of, “I AM Love,” you are offering the great communication that opens up a portal of Divine
energetic communication, offering to your energy field the upliftment, the energization, the recognition, that
the I AM is not a personalized egoic presence, it is the Divine energy flowing through you. A wondrous way to
offer yourself this recognition each and every moment is to breathe after the I AM. “I AM (breath) Love.” Yes!
Do you feel this difference?
Perhaps in your communications when you recognize that YOU ARE as I AM,
your communications become Divine conduits of only that which brings forth your upliftment through the
recognition, the reconnection, and the acceptance
that all is always well.
For when I AM is a Universal recognition versus a personalized conduit, you expand. It becomes a powerful
ally in your breath, to have the I AM be in your breath. Perhaps on the inhale it is “I,” and on the exhale, it is
“AM.” I AM in the breath, and in the I AM in the breath, the communication is continuous, it is powerful, and
it is a great way, a gateway, a portal of understanding your eternalness.
This is great communication, is it not?

Community

When you enter into Divine communication in all-ways, this is how true community comes forward. True
community can only be birthed through the power of Divine communication, because in Divine communication,
where the in-breath is the I, where the out-breath is the AM, there is the recognition that each declaration is a
powerful recognition of Allness expanding through you, bringing forth Oneness. Then, how could there be
need? There is only presence, and community is birthed in presence.
There are many misnomers, as one would say, or experiences on your planet of community being a place where
one comes out of need to have a fulfillment. Perhaps true community is birthed heart to heart, communication
to communication, I AM to I AM. When you call forth community, perhaps you do the same as love, do you
not? For if love is communication, then community is an expression of love when brought forth as I AM
(breath) Community.
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Community is not outside of you. Community is never outside of you.
You are the community.
So many run around, “Community let me down, this community does that, that community does that.” These
are very good gifts are they not, because they bring up the energy of being separated.
For when I AM Community, there is only harmony, there is only the recognition of the Oneness expressing
through Allness in Divine Reunion, coming forth through communication that is centered in love. When
each communication comes from the birth of the Divine heart, and the breath of the I AM, then all
community comes forth. Is not your world a community?
Is not your soul in community with all souls?
Is not the energy that brings forth from your heart a great opportunity
to be in Divine communication?
For when we are in communication, as each I AM: I AM Communication, I AM Community, then the gift of
Communion comes forward.

Communion

For Beloved Ones, Communion is not something you earn, Communion is not something that is given to
you, it is a gift that you call forth through your heart. It is a gift that has always been. It is a recognition that
You Are Communion, and in your Divine Communion, each breath, each moment, each knowing, is a Divine
Communion in co-creative harmony of the highest service, which is then always brought forth effortlessly…
Effortlessly.
In this recognition, Communication, Community, Communion, you bring forth many of the symbols that have
been so widely spread in your world, are they not? Each has many symbols that are, as part of the journey,
beautiful gateways that open portals to Divine recognition. Each symbol will help your DNA to grow, to
expand to be, to be Uplifted!
Beloved Ones, we have shared with you before, that each has a portal of light,1 or a portal of energy, a portal
truly of Divine communion that offers you the energetic recognition of all upliftment and communication
and community. How you open and respond to this portal of energy is a great gift at the time of
reunification.
It is easy to let the mind close the portal, is it not? The mind loves to close portals! The mind is a skeptical
angel! Indeed! All angels are Divine, and all skeptics are Divine, for in a skeptical angel, there is the gift of
saying, “Help me break free.” Skepticism is a bond of slavery, and in the bond of slavery, it is self-imposed. It
is self-imposed because it is brought forward by a belief system in a community that teaches you not to trust.

Self-Trust and Recognition

In a community that says, “we know better than you, we will keep you safe, thereby do not trust yourself, it is
good to be skeptical because you will never become free, because oh my goodness, how would we have power
over thee?!” This is a model that has worked very well in this world, has it not? You have not yet blown
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yourselves up, whoo hooo, it is a good thing…Perhaps. Perhaps it is important to pay attention to the little
blow-ups in your life. Each blow up offers an opportunity to expand, to be, to know, and to shower great
recognition, great joyous communication, vibrant, vibrant community and loving connected communion.
Your world now, Beloved Ones, is before you and is inviting you to make a choice. You say, “Zadkiel, this is
not new information.” We say, “We know, and make a choice!” You world is before you now. Your world is
before you now inviting you not to be in the freedom of self-trust.
True freedom is a trust that comes from deep within your heart center, in the recognition of the I AM as a
foundational communication.
When your communication comes from the I AM presence that is activated within thee, not as a personalized
exercise, as a recognition of your Divine expanded state, then how can you not trust yourself?
Each moment you do not trust yourself, you are being given a gift, to say to yourself, to pay attention and go,
“Ahh, the energy of doubt has moved forward into my body now; how does it feel?”
Words like “yucky” usually come up, or “mucky,” depending upon how you feel. So when doubt comes up,
when the “yucky-mucky” comes forward you have a choice to say “Wow, look at this! I recognize that I
AM (breath) Joy. I AM (breath) Divine Communion. I AM (breath) Community. I AM (breath) in Divine
Communication Always.” Beloved Ones, in your world it is a great gift to be offered to you now the presence
of energy that is inviting you to make your choice.

What Holds Your Attention?

As you are moving closer and closer to a firmament of great abundant energy, how you respond to that energy
will be up to you. As a skeptical angel, you will have one response. As an angel that is free to be, you will have
another response. As a doubt captivator, and there are many doubt captivators, you will have another response.
What holds your attention?
This is an important question; this is why communication is the first thing that we share with you today! Pay
attention to what holds your attention, and then invite yourself to ask, “Are my eyes on the Divine? I AM
(breath) Divine. I AM (breath) Always, Always, Always, All-Ways in Divine Communion.”
Communion is not a process blessed by another, given to me if I have earned it. Communion is a gift that has
always been me, with me, through me, and as me.
In the communion with others, in community with others, in Divine communication with others, true
freedom comes forward.
Beloved Ones, it is a great and fun thing to recognize that in your world now, you must be very committed to
your communion, because freedom in your world now is considered dangerous. Is that not a fascinating
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example? It is a great gift to just look; pay attention. Why would freedom be dangerous and what is the gift of
that? Beloved Ones, perhaps danger simply means you are ready to say, “I AM Here Now, and I AM Present
Now, and I AM Ready Now to move forward with all communication, with community, and with communion.”
How you express is your great choice of freedom. This is a gift.
Where is your attention?
What is it you seek to express before you?
This is your gift of this world, all choices, whether perceived or not as dangerous, a word we offer to you so that
you can simply put it in perspective with your world.
It does not matter where your choices are, what matters is your heart center with them.
Pay attention to what has your attention, and where your energy comes forward. Perhaps the next time you
offer to yourself, “I AM tired,” you take a breath first. “I AM. Oh, not tired!” Yes, because in the recognition,
in the letting go of I AM as a personalized energy, you open to the I AM of the Universal conduit of Divine
energy. When you do say, “I AM tired, I AM sick,” if it brings you less than wholeness, if it brings you less
than joy, then take a moment, take a breath if you like and, “oh, yes, let me remember, I AM…breath…” and
then pay attention to what comes after that.
Your energies are profoundly powerful in so many ways. How do you choose to move forward with them?
You are each All, All, All, we mean ALL, empowered to have the experience that your Soul has been craving
for millennium.
How you experience that is still your choice.
Victims are only those who have chosen until they choose another path.
This is a gift for you to know, to Love All of your experiences.
Your world now is very full of what you call depression. Yes? Yes! What a gift, to care so much that you are
depressed! Good. May it stimulate the moment when you say, “And, enough of that.” Or you say, “Must do
it better!” OK. Either way, it is a wondrous journey that so many are experiencing what you call emotional
instability, because in emotional instability, there is a great cry, a great recognition to reconnect with I AM, is
there not? What a gift! What a gift! Pay attention, your world is very emotional, is it not? Very emotional. In
the gift of emotionality, every moment you experience emotionality, you are being called to I AM Presence…
Every moment. Every moment! Whatever the emotion is, All of the emotions! How many? ALL of the
emotions, not just some, are a call to you to I AM Presence.
Allow your emotions to simply stabilize in the I AM Divine knowing, Communication, Community,
Communion. May each and every moment, every breath, in on the “I” out on the “AM,” release the
personality self into the Divine Self, thereby sending a signal of safety to the emotional and physical body, so
that you can dance, laugh, uplift and be.
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What a gift no? Yes! If there are any in your world that seek to take you away from that space, love them, for
they are reminding you to come back to I AM. In your I AM, you free the shackles that hold them, so that they
may do the same.
Beloved Ones, we have offered you many words, and yet they are irrelevant in the context of you. You
are, I (breath) AM (breath). I AM (breath) Communication. I AM (breath) Community. I AM (breath)
Communion.
May your presence be the gift, for this is where your world is now.
The bodies, all of the bodies, (spiritual, emotional, physical), are ready to foundationalize themselves. How
they do this is up to you.
What a celebration! You are the celebration.
Many blessings, Beloved Ones. Remember YOU ARE as I AM Communication, Community and
Communion. Breathe deep in all ways and be present in all ways. Slavery is a self-induced energy. Make a
choice.
And so it is. Many Blessings.
(Endnotes)

1
The Flap and Clap practice which opens Angelic Portals of light and communication. Fully described in 2012: You Have a
Choice.
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